Outline of EM graviton agricultural technology
1. Imagine that we and the field are always living in a “storm”.
“Storm” here means electromagnetic waves, heat rays, free radicals, shock waves, typhoons and
accidents. Chemical contamination and microbial contamination can also be considered as one of
the “storms.” I think that how you live while competing against this “storm” is the fundamental
thing to preserve life. And one can say that graviton agriculture is a technology established in
order to respond to these “storms”.
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1. First, we will conduct basic soil improvement. We construct the most basic microbiome,
the foundation of a microbial layer, by spraying EM activated solution with seawater salt
and EM ceramics.
2. First, we will conduct basic soil improvement. We construct the most basic microbiome, the
foundation of a microbial layer, by spraying EM activated solution with seawater salt and EM
ceramics.

3. Then, you can make a base where basic fermentation, decomposition, synthesis activity,
conversion purification activity of harmful substances, and antioxidant effects can take place.

4. We make EM activated solution with seawater and salt. Because this produces high-quality
activated solution with less germ contamination, the ability of phototrophic bacteria is
strengthened. The fundamental part thus strengthens the activity of converting harmful energy
and utilizing it.

5. Next, bury EM Bokashi balls at the four corners of the field and build the foundation of a
quantum state. Also, make a barrier with activated EM solution.

6. Spread salt. Salt, when it comes into contact with plants, has a herbicidal effect. It is highly
soluble and plays a role in carrying and providing electrons to plants.
Next, apply charcoal. Charcoal has a battery-like role, in that it stores electrons, releasing them if
a plant requires it, and retaining this energy.

7. Build the supporting poles, install the bottled activated EM solution, and draw the line of the
barrier. There will then be the foundation of an energy field inside.

8.Then attach a rope from the utility pole, or attach a button battery to bottles of activated liquid
and apply voltage. When you apply voltage, you can create a barrier inside as if energy in pulled
all around the field.

9. gravity waves that are related to our consciousness. Our consciousness works, energy captures
gravity waves and flows into this field. Then, the field becomes a “quantum state”. “Quantum
state” is the movement of very small things such as atoms constituting our body, electrons and
elementary particles constituting atoms. In this protected energy space, they overcome this
“storm” and create a movement that we do not usually see.

10. Therefore, if we use this “quantum state” and utilize the power of “quantum entanglement,”
fields will have a mechanism to efficiently utilize energy. Furthermore, along with the charcoal,
energy will stay in this barrier and it will not leak out, so we will have a mechanism to retain
sufficient energy.

11. And if you can get enough energy and retain the energy sufficiently, “atomic conversion”
will occur. Normally, what does not occur unless a high temperature is applied is probably
occurring at a relatively normal temperature because in “atomic conversion” it is believed that
salt becomes fertilizer.

12. Furthermore, we will promote reinforcement in this, such as by setting up a barrier line, and
ultimately what we would like to do is rectify the energy of this storm itself. “Quantum beats”
functions to protect this barrier while resonating with rough energy such as this “Storm”. While
protecting this barrier, it converts this to revitalizing energy, creating an “energy field” that
provides just the right amount of energy necessary for life and matter.

13. The reason why harmful animals such as monkeys and wild boar do not come close to the
barrier is because the energy state inside is different from the energy state they normally see, so
they find it difficult to enter.

We aim to achieve the essence of agriculture at a high level by thoroughly
utilizing EM graviton agriculture technology.

